We have studied dissociative electron attachment (DEA) between low energy (≤ 0.6 eV) longitudinally polarized electrons and gas-phase chiral targets of 3-bromocamphor (C 10 H 15 BrO), 3-iodocamphor (C 10 H 15 IO), and 10-iodocamphor. The DEA rate depends on the sign of the incident electron helicity for a given target handedness, and it varies with both the atomic number (Z) and location of the heaviest atom in the molecule. While simple dynamic mechanisms can account for the asymmetry dependence on Z, they fail to explain the large asymmetry variation with the heavy atom location.
When longitudinally polarized (chiral) electrons scatter from unoriented chiral molecules, scattering cross sections for the various collision channels generally depend on the handedness of the collision constituents [1, 2] . Such dependence has the mechanical analog of the ability of, e.g., left-handed nuts to be threaded onto left-handed but not right-handed bolts. Chiral asymmetries were first observed in gas-phase electron-molecule collisions by the Münster group in 1995 for quasielastic scattering [3] [4] [5] (but, see also Refs. [6, 7] ). A number of interesting experiments done since then have involved the transmission of polarized electrons through solid chiral films [8] [9] [10] . Recently, we reported the observation of chiral asymmetries in a gas-phase resonant interaction-dissociative electron attachment (DEA):
where AB is a generic two-component molecule. In our work, we used bromocamphor (C 10 H 15 BrO) and monitored the production of Br anions [11] . The observation of chiral sensitivity in a breakup reaction is important because, among other things, it validates the premise of the Vester-Ulbricht hypothesis regarding the origins of biological homochirality [12] . More generally, such lowenergy interactions play a crucial role in processes such as, e.g., electron-induced damage of biomolecules [13] . While symmetry permits the existence of chiral sensitivity in such unoriented gas phase experiments, its dynamic causes are poorly understood [14] [15] [16] [17] . To our knowledge, there exist no ab initio calculations of these effects. Nonzero asymmetries in a given scattering channel might result from one or more qualitatively different dynamic mechanisms involving (a) continuum Mott scattering, (b) spin-other-orbit coupling between the incident electron and the magnetic moment it induces in the chiral target, and (c) nonzero average helicity of the target electrons [14, 16] . (In this Letter, we will refer to these as Mott scattering, spin-other-orbit coupling, and helicity density, respectively.)
We consider these mechanisms in turn in a semiclassical way, as they pertain to DEA (Fig. 1) . The DEA reaction requires that the incident electron form a temporary negative molecular ion that dissociates, unless autodetachment occurs first [18] . The electron density associated with this state is typically localized in the vicinity of the atom(s) that will ultimately form the ionic fragment.
A Mott-scattering mechanism [ Fig. 1(a) ] [2, 16] would involve first a primarily Coulombic scattering from a light atom that turns the incident electron's longitudinal spin into a transverse one. Subsequent Mott scattering from the target's heaviest atom (atomic number Z) leads to asymmetric scattering of the two possible spin directions. Averaged over all target orientations, this would favor, e.g., the spin-forward electrons in setting up a resonant state in the vicinity of the high-Z atom. Because of the target's chiral geometry, the spin-backward electron will more often lack a scattering center as it exits the target volume; this is depicted by the crossed-out atom in Fig. 1(a) . The asymmetry associated with this mechanism depends on Z 2 . In the spin-other-orbit coupling mechanism [16, 19] , which comprises the dynamics that cause optical activity and photonic circular dichroism, the electromagnetic impulse from the incident electron induces a helical current in the target, producing a magnetic dipole moment [ Fig. 1(b) ]. The spin of the incident electron would interact differently with this dipole depending on whether it is forward or backward. Thus, e.g., spin-backward electrons would be scattered away from the target more than those with spin forward, inhibiting the ability of the former to set up a DEA precursor resonant state. Such coupling would have no explicit Z dependence, although it would tend to be correlated with the total atomic weight of the molecule, to the extent that this value is associated with the target's polarizability.
Finally, electrons in chiral molecules have nonzero average helicity [16, [20] [21] [22] . One would thus expect that a DEA precursor state with, e.g., a positive helicity density would be more likely to be populated by spin-forward (positive helicity) electrons than by spin-backward ones [ Fig. 1(c) ]. Such asymmetries are also expected to scale like Z 2 . No experiment done to date has given a clear picture of the relative importance of the above three mechanisms in determining chiral asymmetries. These mechanisms apply also to the quasielastic transmission of spin-polarized electrons through chiral molecules [16] . Chiral sensitivity of total cross sections has been observed with gas-phase targets only if Z ≥ 35 [3] [4] [5] . This argues circumstantially for the importance of either a Mott scattering or helicitydensity mechanism but against spin-other-orbit coupling. In contrast, the electron transmission studies done with camphor-lanthanoid complexes having a variation in Z 2 from 3481 to 4900 had no obvious Z dependence [5, 14, 16] . This situation, combined with the paucity of ab initio gas-phase theory, illustrates our poor current understanding of even the most qualitative aspects of electron-chiral molecule interactions.
This Letter describes measurements of chiral asymmetries for halocamphor targets in the gas phase in which we have tried to clarify the role the above mechanisms play. To this end, we varied Z 2 from 1225 (Br) to 2809 (I) and changed the position of the heavy atom within the molecule to probe the role of its proximity to a chiral center. Our apparatus [11] has four main components: an active-feedback optical system, a polarized electron source, a target chamber, and an optical electron polarimeter. The source of longitudinally spin-polarized electrons is a GaAs photocathode [23] . The optical setup used to produce the circularly polarized light for photoemission also allows for active feedback to reduce instrumental asymmetries [24] .
Following extraction from the source, the electron beam is magnetically guided to the target (see Fig. 2 ), which is kept at ∼80°C to prevent condensation of halocamphor vapor on the electron-optical elements. The electron beam transmitted through the target vapor is detected as a current on the Faraday cup (FC). We measure the electron polarization using optical polarimetry [16] ; it is typically ∼30%.
During an asymmetry measurement, molecules of a given handedness were admitted to the target cell until the electron beam transmitted to the FC at 0 V target retarding voltage was attenuated by 50%. This corresponded to a pressure of 0.5-1.5 mTorr as measured by a capacitance manometer and required the samples to be heated to a temperature of 50-60°C. The reduction in current is associated with the total cross section of the target and corresponds to multiple electron-molecule interactions including, but not limited to, DEA, quasielastic scattering, and vibrational excitation. A 15 mT longitudinal magnetic field guided scattered electrons out of the target cell, while the anions, due to their larger mass, were able to cross the magnetic field lines and be detected as a current on the isolated inner target cell walls. Electron-spin-dependent asymmetries were determined using a lock-in amplifier to detect the change in target-cell-wall current at the frequency of the electron helicity reversal. Checks of our measurements [11, 25] confirmed our ability to measure chirally dependent asymmetries less than 10 −4 , validated our detection of a negative ion current from DEA, and provided an upper limit of ≤ 20% (and, more typically, < 8%) for scattered-electron contributions to the DEA signal.
For a measurement with a given target handedness, the electron helicity was reversed at a frequency of ∼210 Hz, and the DEA current asymmetry associated with the helicity reversal, and transmitted (I t ) electron beams, the target cell structure, and the Faraday cup assembly used to measure I t . Electrostatic lens elements, retarding-field meshes, and apertures are also shown.
was monitored for about 3 min. Here, I↑ (I↓) is the targetcell-wall current for spin-forward (spin-backward) electrons, and the + and − subscripts denote the molecular handedness. The target chirality was then switched and data collected again. A final asymmetry value, A, was calculated using
At each voltage, A was measured ∼10 times, and an average was found after applying Chauvenet's criterion [26] . Data were taken using two orthogonal settings of the quarter-wave plate that circularly polarizes the source laser light, thereby flipping the sign of the electron polarization for a given optical configuration [24] . Uncertainties were determined by taking the quadrature sum of the statistical counting uncertainty (given by the standard deviation of the mean of the measurements at a given energy) and the systematic error (estimated by the magnitude of the sum of the measurements with opposite quarter-wave plate settings). Figure 3 shows the DEA asymmetry for the molecules we investigated through a range of electron energies near 0 eV. To explore the effect of Z on A, we compared our previously-measured asymmetries for 3-bromocamphor (referred to below as 3Br for brevity) [11] with those of 3-iodocamphor (3I). Additionally, we studied the effect of constitution on the chiral asymmetry by investigating the constitutional isomer 10-iodocamphor (10I). The iodocamphor molecules used in this study were synthesized as discussed in the Supplemental Material [27] .
In Fig. 3 , a null target retarding voltage corresponds to the peak in the derivative of the current transmitted to the FC with no target gas [25] . The derivative curve was quasiGaussian with a width of ∼0.6 eV, which is an upper limit of the incident beam's energy width. The average incident electron kinetic energy in the target varies monotonically but non-linearly with the retarding potential. The beam's energy width also increases monotonically with target retarding voltage, varying from ≲0.15 eV at −0.3 V to ≲0.6 eV at 0.6 V.
The data for each target differ both in their maximum absolute values and their dependence on incident electron energy. The maximum asymmetries, A max , for 3Br, 3I, and 10I are roughly 4 × 10 −4 , 8 × 10 −4 , and 16 × 10 −4 , respectively. The 3Br asymmetries completely reverse their sign over the energy range investigated. The 3I data exhibit a possible energy-dependent feature at 0.4 V; the 10I asymmetry magnitudes have a slow overall decrease with increasing energy and possibly significant features across the energy range. We note that the 3I data have a ∼10% contamination of exo-stereoisomers, and the iodine in the 10I targets has an average position distributed in accord with the halomethyl torsional degree of freedom.
We now consider our DEA results in terms of the three models for the production of chiral asymmetries discussed above. Our 3Br and 3I data provide clear evidence for Z dependence in the DEA channel. The values of A max for 3I and 10I are both significantly larger than those for 3Br, and, in the case of equivalent molecular structure, the difference scales qualitatively as Z 2 . The Z dependence we observe in the DEA channel argues for either Mott scattering or helicity density being responsible for the chiral sensitivity. Such Z dependence is not expected for spin-other-orbit effects. Indeed, measurements of optical rotatory power for the Na D line at 589 nm, which is caused by dynamics of this type, indicate specific rotations of 131°, 147°, 24.8°, and 21.2°for 3Br, 3I, 10Br, and 10I, respectively [30] [31] [32] [33] .
We expect Mott scattering to be most important if the high-Z atom responsible for the internal scattering asymmetries is directly attached to a chiral center. But for 10I, A max is twice that observed with 3I, even though the iodine in 3I is directly attached to a chiral center, while the 10I iodine atom is separated by two bonds from the nearest chiral center. Mott scattering would thus not appear to be the primary mechanism creating these DEA asymmetries.
We are thus led to consider helicity density to explain the Z dependence. To this end, we calculated the helicity density as a function of position, hðrÞ, for the ground states   FIG. 3 . The asymmetry, A, in DEA current as a function of target retarding voltage for each halocamphor compound, whose (þ) enantiomers are shown at the right with chiral centers indicated. Squares and circles represent opposite settings of the quarter-wave plate that circularly polarizes the laser light, which should give asymmetry measurements of opposite signs. The triangles indicate data taken with a racemic mixture of bromocamphor. Uncertainties are described in the text except for those of the racemic data, which are purely statistical.
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093201-3 of 3Br, 3I, and 10I. Based on similar previous work [14, 22] , we employed conventional restricted-Hartree-Fock calculations to optimize geometries using the GAMESS quantum chemical suite [34] with a 6-31G(d) basis for 3Br [35] and the DZP basis for 3I and 10I [36] . For 3Br and 3I, the endoisomer was calculated. For 10I, hðrÞ was determined for the structures corresponding to the three local torsional minima of the halomethyl group, all lying within 0.11 eV of each other. As singlet-triplet mixing due to spin-orbit interaction is responsible for the helicity density in our model [20] , we performed a standard, first-order perturbation calculation to assess the degree of triplet contamination of the ground state for the various geometries we considered. The MINI basis [37] was used with a development version of the CRUNCH code suite [38] .
The calculated helicity density parameters are presented in Table I and discussed in what follows. The expectation value of the helicity operator, or the "electronic helicity," H, is obtained by integrating hðrÞ over the entire molecular volume [14] . However, in DEA, it seems likely that the sign and magnitude of the helicity density is important only in the vicinity of the carbon-halogen (C-X) bond. We thus integrated hðrÞ within the region of an ellipsoid with the carbon and the halogen atoms at the foci and a ratio of 0.7 between the minor and major axes. This yields the "bond helicity," H b .
Finally, we consider in more detail the resonant nature of DEA in a helicity density picture. In its simplest form, DEA of the halocamphors involves the incident electron populating a low-lying (normally) unoccupied molecular orbital associated with the C-X bond. Halogen anions are produced if these orbitals are antibonding. Another possibility exists; the lowest orbitals may have mixed character, distributing themselves across both the C-X and C-O carbonyl bonds. The carbonyl component is of local π Ã character and has a relatively long lifetime. One might expect that a longer-lived resonance would result in higher DEA chiral asymmetries, since the electron has a better chance to "sample the target's chirality" [39] and could subsequently leak from the molecule's carbonyl bond to the C-X antibonding region. We can estimate the viability of these mechanisms by integrating the product of hðrÞ and the electronic density of the two lowest unoccupied molecular orbitals (LUMO and LUMO þ 1) in turn over the bond ellipsoid, giving the "LUMO (LUMO þ 1)-weighted bond helicity," H L (H Lþ1 ). For 3Br and 3I, these two orbitals have predominantly σ Ã antibonding character in the C-X region, combined with significant carbonyl π Ã character. For 10I, only the LUMO exhibits antibonding characteristics in the C-X region; the LUMO þ 1 has almost no density there. These qualitative spatial considerations are born out quantitatively in the values we have calculated for H L and H Lþ1 .
All our helicity density calculations imply strongly that chiral asymmetries ought to be far smaller for 10I than for our other two targets, but the opposite is true. We are thus forced to exclude this mechanism as the main cause of these asymmetries as well. While it is possible that spinother-orbit coupling could account for this result, it seems unlikely given its lack of explicit Z dependence and the clear-cut nuclear charge effects observed in the 3-halocamphors. Mott scattering can possibly account for our results in 3Br and 3I, but neither Mott scattering nor a helicity density picture accounts for the particularly large chiral sensitivity seen in 10I.
We note a correlation between A max of a given target and the mean electron kinetic energy where the DEA signal peaks. These occur at target retarding voltages of 0.0, þ0.1, and þ0.2 V, for 3Br, 3I, and 10I, respectively. (The normalized target cell current varied < 25% between all three molecules, indicating comparable DEA cross sections.) In a simple picture, higher attachment energy corresponds to a longer lifetime of the temporary molecular anion before the dissociative channel is stabilized against autoionization [18] . Since a longer lifetime could reasonably be expected to give larger chiral sensitivity based on the sampling argument discussed above, this could explain the enhanced 10I asymmetry we observe. Unfortunately, this picture is incomplete without a detailed ab initio calculation of the DEA dissociation dynamics, including the diabatic couplings of the relevant molecular curves. Such information is not currently available.
This investigation provides surprising new results, but little clear understanding of the dynamic mechanisms responsible for chiral asymmetry in electron-molecule collisions. We have shown that qualitative, semiclassical models fail to explain the gross features of the chiral asymmetries we observe; our attempts to quantify the helicity-density mechanism with calculations of electronic helicity parameters have not significantly improved our insight. This work thus points out the need for the development of fundamental quantum-dynamic calculations to provide a first, rudimentary understanding of the magnitudes and energy dependence of the asymmetries we observe. Even a qualitative theoretical picture of such effects would significantly improve our understanding of other, related areas such as low-energy electron-induced damage of biomolecules. 
